Meet the Unsung
Heroes, Behind
the Scenes of the
AEO Corporate
Campus

•

There's no such thing as a typical day ...at
least in the lives of Associates at AEO's world
headquarters,
Pittsburgh.

our South Side Campus in

While some days may run according

to plan, other days run according to whatever
business needs take immediate

priority. "It really

depends on the day," explains Janice Neuman,
Director of Marketing,

and a South Side Campus
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Associate at 19 Hot Metal. "A lot of days you can
stick to the plan; other days, by 9:05 a.m., your
plans have completely

shifted. You need to do

is what's best for the business. You have to
stay flexible."
Flexibility

is key to survival in the fast pace of

retail, as is collaboration

Dan Shea, Tony Freeh, Jim Desmond, Jason Adams
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between Associates.
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A perfect example of this is at the South Side
Campus, where hundreds of employees work
together every day, and many on weekends, to
get the job done. Everyone plays a part-from

Her b Cox

Security, to Facilities, to IT, to Marketing,

Department

Human Resources and the Mail Center-to
that our cool and branded headquarters

to

from the Facilities

begins his daily walk through the

hallways and open spaces of 77 Hot Metal at

ensure

dawn. "After answering

campus

my emails, I walk through

is ready to satisfy the needs of Associates and the

every floor with my head on a swivel, looking for

business.

anything that hasn't been done," he says. Part of a
team of five Facilities Associates whose role it is to

While everything

make sure that the South Side Campus buildings

looks seamless from the outside,

there's a lot going on behind the scenes. A visit to

are safe, comfortable

the South Side Campus, which includes the Hot

which to work, Herb says, "We take a proactive

and a nice environment

in

Metal offices and also the AE Photo Studio and

role in our jobs to make sure that none of the

Lab Store, shows just how much goes into the

Associates are inconvenienced.

brands of AEO each day.

anything from making sure that all of the lights
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This can mean

are working to checking that the ice machine in
the cafeteria isn't jammed."
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Over 3,000 pieces of mail move through the AE
Mail Center every single day.

Morning Newspapers

.,

begin arriving
on Associates' desks as the Mail Center gets up and
running. "The first thing our team does is deliver
newspapers - the Wall Street Journal, the New
York Times, etc. to Associates," says Lucy Maire,
Administrative Services Supervisor [above photo, far
right!. "Then we pick up mail. which requires two or
three trips every day, and sort it by individuals and
floors." While the main mailroom is located on the
first floor of 77 Hot Metal, there are also individual
mailrooms on each floor of the building, and on the
third, fourth and fifth floors of 19 Hot Metal.
The Mail Center team, which works in two shifts,
is also responsible for collecting Fed Exand UPS
packages and delivering them to the corresponding
mailrooms. "We get a lot of calls: things need to
go to 19 Hot Metal, or the Photo Lab, or to our
Warrendale office," says Lucy. "We also deal with
internal customer requests. Paperwork is also a
big thing, and we spend a lot of staff hours tracking
packages-you wouldn't believe how many we receive
without names on them."

"Directors of First Impressions,"
a.k.a. the reception staff, arrive for work.
"The first thing our receptionists do is make
sure that the lobby is presentable and that we
look open for business," says Brennon CoLe,
Senior Manager of Internal Development. "In
addition to greeting each visitor that comes
in, receptionists connect with Associates as
needed, field phone calls, and do a great deal
of work for the Human Resources Department.
They are a huge, huge support for HR-we
would be lost without them."

If it's a Wednesday,the Mail Center is also
responsible for weekly mailouts to the over 1,000
stores of AEO-mailouts that can range from one to
six pounds apiece. "I don't think people realize how
much work goes into these," says Lucy. "We start the
Thursday before, and finish on the Wednesdayof the
rnailout."

Receptionists are responsible for maintaining the corporate directories on AE Life-the
Intranet, as well as recognition programs,
on-boarding programs, and personnel records
for Human Resources. This experience serves
them well, as many of AE's receptionists move
on to other positions within the company after
approximately 12 to 18 months.
"When we hire receptionists, we are ultimately
looking for people who are smart, ambitious
and excited about American Eagle," says Brennon. "They need to have great communication
skills and be good at multi-tasking. It's definitelya good place to start out because they learn
so much in a little time."

J OS h H0 n ick ,

Corporate Security Supervisor, arrives at work.
"The first thing I do is follow up on any overnight security issues with the officers on
duty," he explains. "I usually spend about an hour replacing lost or damaged employee
identification cards or discount cards, and then review the camera footage from the
night before and the reports of denied access attempts."
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Josh's favorite super hero is Ironman

With the workday in full swing, Associates are enjoying the advantages of working
AE's state-of-the-art

in

offices, While most people don't think much about it when they

pick up the phone and it has a dial tone, a lot goes on behind the scenes to make that
technology possible,
'When we first opened 77 Hot Metal [the first of the two major office buildings on
the campusJ. it represented

a relocation of the corporate

quired replacing an antiquated

had never been used in our corporate
Director of Technical Architecture,

Joe McQueen,

much more transparent

which re-

offices before," says

Greg White,

"But thanks to a lot of preparation,

and testing, we were able to make the transition
According to

headquarters,

IT/voice system with a modern VO/IP system that
Senior

planning

smoothly,"

Manager of Network Services, the transition

was

at 19 Hot Metal when it opened two years later, "Our

team was more confident teaching Associates the new system," he says, adding
that it required a number of voice deployments

and legacy voice rollovers.

"When you pick up the phone and get a dial tone, you don't realize what a
complex network infrastructure
thousands

it takes to make it work," he adds, "There are

of pieces involved,"

Those pieces even involved applying for permits to re-construct

the sidewalks

outside of 77 Hot Metal to provide access to the building from the street,
according to

Cindi McNear,

Senior Systems Administrator-Voice,

'We

worked with the telephone company to decide how 0 best access the building
from outside, and with the fiber optic company to figure out how to connect
"...

our South Side location with our main Data Center in Warrendale,

*"

'brain' for all of American

»»)

Greg White
Greg's work

philosophy:
Demand more of
yourself than your
customer expects,

the wiring company to determine

Eagle's operations,"

which is the

she says, -We also worked with

the protocols of each cubicle so hat we could decide

where to put the lines through,"
The Network Services team is also responsible
for the videoconferencing

equipment

that helps

AE's Associates reach out to different stores
and even different countries,
conferencing

"ln reality, video-

is supposed to supplant travel,

but that's not its only advantage," Joe says,
"When you can see someone, you are better
able to interact with them; it brings you closer
and is a lot better than just hearing sorneones
VOice,

"I believe that videoconferencing
critical

played a

role in allowing our culture to survive,"

adds Greg, "Years ago, except for the New
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York Design Center, we were all on one campus, almost in one building, When 77 Hot Metal
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opened, AE groups became separated by 22 miles [from AE in WarrendaleJ."
To make sure that all of the equipment

within each cubicle worked, 'T Associates

visited every office a week before 77 Hot Metal's opening to test the electronics,
number one goal was consistency and accuracy," explains
visor of Desktop Services for Corporate

Headquarters,

Jason Adams,

"My

Super-

"l wanted to make sure that

when an Associate came to the office that first day, he or she could sit down and im-

Cindi
McNear

~

Cindi loves her
husband as well as
hunting and fishing,
She really loves
combining them all
together,

mediately go to work with no interruptions,
"We went to each cubicle with electrical
working correctly,"

testers to make sure that the power was

he adds, "'t took a couple of days to place all of the telephone

devices, and to make sure that the computer

network ran in each cubicle as well. We

also designed each cube to work ergonomically,
best spot for Associates,"

so that all of the computers

sit in the

• •

On-site since 7:30 a.m., the Corporate

Desktop Services Department

staff

has been hard at work ensuring that Associates can perform their jobs
without interruption.
nicalsupport
explains

"On a day-to-day

basis, we handle all of the tech-

issues that can't be resolved at the first-level

Tony Freeh,

Senior Desktop Analyst, Corporate

Services. "We also undertake a multitude

help desk,"
Desktop

of projects, depending on the

day and time of year. This includes project work, for example, patching
all of the PCs, rollouts of new software, and compliance

with security

standards. We also handle any type of user requests for hardware or
software."
"From the minute we get here, we're moving," he adds. "We all carry
Blackberries,

so we can keep abreast of emails and requests quickly."

"You can start your day wit

a plan, but depending on the issues that

arise, everything you planned can change within 10 minutes depending on the severity of projects."

says

Dan Shea,

Desktop Technician.

"We may have a fast-paced day, dealing with 8 to 10 requests for
service, or the user commu

ity may be completely

happy that day."

Associates submit their req ests through an e-form system, which
is sent to Information

Technology and then submitted

to Desktop

Services.
In addition to dealing wit

user requests and project work, the Desktop

team must also stay knowledgeable
deal of webinars and internal

on new technology. "We attend a great

raining to keep abreast of what's coming,"

says Tony.
While a crashed comp ter can definitely throw a wrench into anyone's day,
Associates handle these problems in a professional

Desmond,

Senior Desktop Analyst. "Depending

for the most part, users are pretty level-headed,"
a quick turnaround,

different

Jim

he says. "We provide

ich keeps them happy and not freaking out about

the possibility of losing
there are multiple

manner, adds

on the severity of issues,

mat they were working on. There are times when

crashes, and our team is split between doing a lot of

things, but we get there as fast as we can."

"Usually within three hours, we can have a crashed laptop up and running,
or we can provide a Associate with a loaner within 20 minutes so they
don't lose productivity

or a whole day of work," adds Dan.

Location Location Location
.
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back. They unanimously

there are a myriad of details to consider. Where would

This decision was presented to AE's executive committee,

employees like to work? Are' facilities.already

and focus groups were put together to work on program-

~~-----~
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then met with internal and external focus groups for feed-

When you're planning to move a company's headquarters.
built, or is

the company starting from scratch? What types of establish-

•

. and I researched and toured a number of different areas, and

ments and activities are around the site to make employees

ming for the buildinq. 'We worked with architects

The Design

Alliance and listened to the feedback of focus groups to
create the most collaborative

want to come to work each day?

environment

possible," says

Dana. -77 Hot Metal was already built, and we had it retrofit

When American
headquarters
numerous

chose the South Side location ."

Eagle Outfitters

from Warrendale

decided to move its
to Pittsburqq's

South Side,

people took part in the decision-making

process.

Even more became involved on the real estate and construc-

for our company's needs. A few executives and an internal
team worked with The Design Alliance on programming
interior architecture,

looking at different

stations, types of furniture,

the

layouts for work

fabrics and colors.

tion side, arid a team of Associates helped to make the move

• •

"While designing 77 Hot Metal, we realized that we needed

possible.

additional
"A lot went into determining
corporate

headquarters

where American

would be," explains

Eagle's new

Dana Malin,

Director of Human Resources. "Mike Cortazzo, Brennon Cole

space, so we purchased the land for 19 Hot Metal,

and started t;> build two years aqo." she adds."Building
campus was

a huge

this

endeavor," says Terry Jackovic, Senior

Manager, Facilities Development.

"77 Hot Metal was our first

Over in the Marketing Department.

the

rolled out as a brand; any branding projects that fall into the line of

team is not only working on daily tasks, but also on the coming

advertising;

season. "We think of things on a seasonal basis. explains

and social media. "No day is the same, which is a blessing and a

Janice Neuman,

Senior Marketing

Manager.

"Our designers

put together a gallery of sorts, using colors, typography,
tos that provide inspiration,

direct mail and outdoor advertising;

curse," comments

and pho-

Janice. "Our department

of dynamic, creative personalities,

showing what we want our stores, and

and the website

is made up of a lot

who fortunately

are also a lot

of fun. They help balance the craziness with a good laugh, which

the season, to feel like."

makes coming into work enjoyable."

Floor sets are created in the Lab Store, where Associates can talk

What Associates may not know is that the Marketing

about concepts and put together

also responsible

'in real life' what AE"s stores will

look like. "Our job is to make it as compelling
customer,"

as possible for the

playlist for every season," says Janice. "People think of the Mar-

In addition to focusing on the in-store experience,
is also responsible

is

associated with it, as well as the in-store music. "There's a new

says Janice.

keting Department
Department

Department

for the LED sign in Times Square and the content

for any print materials

as just people who make signs-our

projects go

far above and beyond that."

the Marketing
that are

Throughout the day,
Facilities Department

the

continues to receive

requests for maintenance

issues, which

can range from changing a light bulb to a

building engineer for 19 Hot Metal. He is
also in charge of moving Associates to new
locations, and for preparing the building
for events.

full office renovation. "Any issue that
Associates have, they can email

Jim, now in his 36th year with the com-

to 19 Hot Metal or 77 Hot Metal

pany, handles all contracts,

and it reaches all of us," explains

schedules

Terry Jackovic, Senior

ing, timecards

Facilities Development.
spreadsheet

Manager,

'We keep a

which we go over every

and paperwork

bids, staff
including

invoic-

and bills. "Stuff comes up,"

he says of what makes a typical day. "About
50 percent of what we do is preventative,

Tuesday to make sure that everything

and another 50 percent is reactive. Some

is getti ng done."

days it's 90/10. But that's life in our department-e-it's never dull."

Terry often refers to CEO Jim
O'Donnell's analogy regarding the

»»)

Facilities Team:
Jim McCullough, Herb
Cox. Chris Cordova. Kathy
Vandevort, Terry Jackovic

To help keep things running smoothly,

job of Facilities as a crew painting an

Kathy keeps track of contracts,

enormous

tive maintenance

bridge: they start painting

preventa-

schedules, and main-

from one end. and when they get to

tenance chores to keep the department

the other end, it's time to turn around

organized. "She keeps us straight, as well

and start again. The Facilities team.

as works with store maintenance

which is made up of Terry, Herb

in 1,000 stores," says Terry. "She keeps

and also Jim McCullough, Kathy
Vandevort and Chris Cordova. is
responsible

for keeping up to 1,000

groups

track of email requests, and what we call
drive-bys, and she is also the 'Map Location Queen." She can tell you who every

Associates and/or visitors comfortable

Associate is and where they sit. And as we

come summer

gain more people or as Associates move,

or winter. which is no small

she keeps track, which is very important

task.

for Associates'

safety."

Each member of the Facilities team is
trained on every system, which they can

One of Kathy's other responsibilities

control from their laptops. "From our

to keep track of where the money in the

computers,

budget goes, showing how much money

we can check alarms and

adjust temperatures
are consistent,"

to make sure they

explains Chris. who is the

is

per square foot is going toward renovations, and how much it costs to maintain
each building.

»»)
Dana
Malin

~:») Location: Location Location ... (cont'd)
large, full-scale
concentrated

effort among

departments.

When we started,

exterior

building

office project and it was a

and interior

to make it easier

our needs?
Alliance

a lot of different

Branding

it.

was also an extremely.

learning

that you're

a location, the next phase
he continues.
"What are

months

doing interviews,

how the company

its Associates

operates

on American

says Dana. "Outside
eagles

I

shared

AE decided

in the interior

the shiplap

and how

similar

spaces

and conference

for employees,

include

are also lounges

workspace.

on the majority

connectivity

posted

no question

year]. the South Side campus-also

includes

stand-alone

safe, comfortable,

collaborative

adds to the work/life

pus helps the company
the country,

the

provides

such a

a better

to work together,

and

says Dana.

''We 101e the feel of the South Side area and

about whose

for Associates

Eagle

as well a,s the AE

balance,"

it fits our image. There's

productive

welL ''We compete

of floors,

throughout

environment

way for our Associates

We also
throuqhout

attract

to have a

a cool feel to it. and

place, which helps to

and maintain

more talent."

place in which

. to work, creating. such a one-of-a-kind

There

American

and aerie stores,

Photo Studio and Lab Store. "Crsatinq

and

in:'

While it is important

free

floor o-f 77 Hot Metal, a gym IAE Fitl in 19 Hot

and wireless

values

form AEO's

founding
Outfitters

There are also

the elevators,

to 19 Hot Metal and 77 Hot.

it's truly a younger

a Cafe on the sixth

Metal, and a lot of common

of 77 Hot Metal, there's

found in our stores.

there's

building you're

leaving

campus,"

rooms with

the best views. Other amenities
parking

is a very valuable

Metal lthe 19 and 77 addresses

tell

and wood floors on each floor are

to those

the building;

to put all of its office

of the building,

Eagle's

on the walls outside

.have the company's
space

campus

tool," says Terry.

In addition

important

"You can verymuch

a big AE Eagle on the building.

would work best:'

As.a result,

corporate

it was just

floors-thafs

How do people work? The Design

spent

the-art

to

recruiting

part of the process.
"After det~rmining
was programming,"

for Associates

work anywhere.

cam-

with recruitment

as

for the best Associates

and having a branded,

in

state-of-

»)) 77 Hot Metal in Year One (2007)

While many Associates

head to lunch in the

Seven Seven Cafe, others

head to the first floor

of 19 Hot Metal to work out at AE Fit. "When we
first made the selection
manage
companies

that represen

Dana Malin,

explains
Resources.
upscale

of partners

who would

AE Fit and the Cafe, we looked for
director

"Our Cafe features

organic

lifestyle.

ed our values,"

Because

of Human
10 s of innovative,

food that exemplifies

a healthy

we are very concerned

the well being of our people, we chose

with
a partner

for AE Fit who would go the extra mile,
Associates
on-site;

were very excited to have a gym
now if they could only find an extra hour

to work out!" Associates

who leave the office

for lunch can also enjoy any of the restaurants
within the South Side and SouthSide
before returning

to the AE campus.

Works

The cleaning

crew, which is managed

the Facilities

Department,

eight-hour
chose

shift. "One of the reasons

to have the cleaning

midnight
concerned

by

is because

we

crew leave at

American

aboutconserving

Eagle is
enerqy,"

emergency
ensure

begins their

says

evacuation

drills each year to

that staff is familiar

and accountability

that life safety systems
sprinkler
properly

system,

with evacuation

procedures.

Ensuring

[fire system,

AEDsl are operating

is a critical

component

of the job.

Terry. ""Wewant the crew to be comfortable
while they are here working,

but after they

back to save on energy

All of the Pittsburgh-based
members

leave, we set the building temperatures
as well as save on

which not only provides
Associates,

costs."

some

departments

great benefit

draws to a close,
never sleep.

security

team monitors

systems

ICCTYI and access

same

"The

control

entry into and throughout

our

buildings

24/7,"" says Josh. Security

also

conducts

tours of the facilities

hazards

Security

during

are no safety

and to see to it that security

and procedure
To protect

that there

is being followed.

Associates
Department

year-round,
conducts

the
two

we all stem from the

of training

and we work

very well," says Josh.

to

determine

the day to ensure

for

camaraderie

"This has been a

because

background

together

the camera

peace-of-mind

but encourages

with the department.
Even as the workday

AEO Security
of the Us. Marines,

are veterans

policy

No matter what time of
the workday or night it
is, Associates are always
taking the initiative -behind
the scenes-to make sure that
the next day is as successful
as the previous day for the
employees of AE's South
Side Campus.
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AE
Flies
International
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AEO successfully opens two stores in Dubai and Kuwait City;
plans further expansion into Israel, China and Hong Kong
Since 1977, the American Eagle Outfitters brand has been a
favorite of young, fashion-conscious consumers in the United
States, Canada and Puerto Rico. But now, the same clothing,
footwear and jewelry that has attracted millions of customers in North America is attracting even more attention in the
Middle East.
"On March 22, we opened an American Eagle store in Mirdiff
City Centre in Dubai, which is the first opening of an American Eagle Outfitters store outside of North America," says
Chris Fiore, Senior Vice President, AEO International. 'We
opened our second store on March 25 at the Avenues Mall in
Kuwait City, and both openings were nothing short of fabulous. The customer responded to our brand better than any of
our expectations. We are well ahead of our sales projections
and business has continued along those same lines since our
launch:'
Massive crowds visited the 9,000 square foot flagship store
in Dubai and the 8,300 square foot store in Kuwait for grand
opening ribbon cutting ceremonies, which
received unprecedented radio, TV and
print coverage. "The centers where
we opened are bright, new,
gleaming shopping malls that
represent the world's finest
brands," says Chris. 'We
are the first true lifestyle
American casual sportswear brand represented
here, so the reaction of
customers was over-

whelming:' At the Kuwait opening alone, Associates sold well
over 3,000 units from 5:30 p.m. to midnight.
Before moving into the Middle East market, the company did a
lot of research. 'We decided on a partner first-M.H.
Alshaya
Company-then
determined the location of stores." explains
Chris. "The Alshaya Company represents 30 brands in 1,800
stores, and has 18,000 employees, It is the leading franchise retailer in the Middle East, with
a territory that extends beyond the Gulf to
Russia, North Africa, Egypt, Turkey and
Central Europe. They are a fabulous
partner; they represent retailers as well
as, if not better, than the original host
brands:'
After Alshaya Executive Chairman Mohammed Alshaya approached American
Eagle CEO Jim O'Donnell and Chris Fiore
to talk about a partnership, Chris did a tour
of the Middle East on his own. 'We did our
homework to determine if this was a market that we
wanted to be in." he explains, "then determined the
best partner for our brand. "
That didn't leave a lot of time to create new stores for a spring
opening, "Everyone from our supply chain, to finance, compliance, IT and logistics pitched in to help Alshaya and its
production chain get our goods to the Middle East in time for
a spring 2010 openinq," says Chris. "The store design and
construction teams were responsible for the total store package, and everything, including store supplies and fixtures, was
shipped over in a series of containers:'

Chris Fiore
Senior Vice President, AEO International

(at left, in photo)

\
\
\
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Behind the scenes, New York's Lily Himmelsbach and Brand
Manager Kareem Gahed, who Chris calls "our man in Kuwait,"
were involved in every aspect of the store opening, including
assortment, ordering, shipping and marketing. Kareern's AE
visual and merchandising background served him well as he
hired and developed a merchant team, and led the store
opening crews to launch.
"Our stores in the Middle East carry the same merchandise
that we carry in the US; however, we assort to climate and
culture," explains Chris. "Because both Dubai and Kuwait
City are in Muslim countries, we needed to be sensitive to the
cultural requirements of each market-for
example, you don't
see many bare looks or short shorts here, which have always
been key items at home.
"While our Middle East customers are very similar in age to
our N.9rth American customers, they do tend to dress more
conservatively, but the response to our tees, polos and woven
shirts, footwear and jewelry, and denim and dresses has been
very strong," he adds.
Part of this response may be in reaction to Alshaya's $2.5 million
pre-launch marketing plan to make customers aware of American
Eagle. AE sent a team of about a dozen Associates from the U.S.
and Canada to Dubai and Kuwait to help open the stores, including
visual staff, new store openers and store management.
AEO is planning to further expand its international

Above: AE International's

Kareem
Gahed [second from lettl leads the
Alshaya team on a lab store visit earlier
this year.

retail presence

with a series of AEO flagship stores and freestanding aerie stores
throughout Israel through a franchise agreement with Fox-Wizel
Ltd. The first stores will open in spring of 2012. AEO also recently
announced plans for stores in Hong Kong and China beginning in
early 2011.

Below: AEO's new markets overseas.

"International expansion is an important part of AEO's
growth strategy," says Chris. "As with our other
international locations, customers in Israel
have embraced the American Eagle Outfitters and aerie brands through extensive
travel in North America as well as
online at ae.com. They are eager to
shop our retail stores at home to
complete the lifestyle experience."
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Kuwait City
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Dubai, UAE
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